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Abstract: Visualizing decision boundaries of machine learning classifiers can help in classifier
design, testing and fine-tuning. Decision maps are visualization techniques that overcome the key
sparsity-related limitation of scatterplots for this task. To increase the trustworthiness of decision map
use, we perform an extensive evaluation considering the dimensionality-reduction (DR) projection
techniques underlying decision map construction. We extend the visual accuracy of decision maps
by proposing additional techniques to suppress errors caused by projection distortions. Additionally,
we propose ways to estimate and visually encode the distance-to-decision-boundary in decision
maps, thereby enriching the conveyed information. We demonstrate our improvements and the
insights that decision maps convey on several real-world datasets.
Keywords: machine learning; dimensionality reduction; image-based visualization

1. Introduction
Advances in machine learning (ML) enabled breakthroughs in application areas such as computer
vision, natural image processing, path planning and business intelligence. However, most ML
methods still work largely as black boxes, due to the lack of interpretability behind the decision
functions they employ. As such methods can become very complex, as in the case of deep learning
(DL) methods, practitioners and users have challenges in understanding, customizing and trusting
them [1,2]. To alleviate this, recent work has focused on visually explaining how ML techniques learn
and take their decisions [3–6].
One such interpretability challenge regards the so-called decision boundaries of classifiers.
Formally put, let D be the sample space input for a classifier. The classifier can be seen as a function f
that assigns a class label to every point in D. Understanding how f , defined by the training process,
partitions D into same-class regions, separated by so-called decision boundaries, can help many tasks
related to classifier design, for example, locate how training samples affect the classification of test
samples close to them in D; spot areas in D that require more or have redundant, training samples;
and find if the classifier technique used is too ‘stiff’ to separate complex labeled-sample distributions
in D [7,8].
Visualizing complex-shaped decision boundaries embedded in a high-dimensional space D is
very challenging. All existing solutions essentially project D to R2 by some so-called projection
method P so as to visualize the boundaries and/or zones. A recent method in this area [9] proposes
an improvement with respect to the classical way of visualizing projections as color-coded sparse
scatterplots, by creating so-called dense maps where every 2D image pixel encodes one or more
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high-dimensional points and their assigned labels. This way, the user effectively sees how the classifier
partitions the high-dimensional space into decision zones having different labels. An earlier similar
technique was proposed in Reference [10]. In contrast to that paper, we propose here to evaluate and
extend the method proposed in Reference [9], due to its simpler-to-extend visualization scheme.
The quality of dense maps constructed following Reference [9] crucially depends on two factors:
(a) the quality of the projection P and (b) the quality of the inverse projection P−1 . The study in
Reference [11] addressed the first by studying a set of 28 projection techniques on 4 classifiers and
2 real-world datasets and outlining good combinations. Separately, aspect (b) was addressed in
Reference [12] by proposing a new inverse projection technique, which we next refer to as NNInv, that
is faster and more accurate than state-of-the-art ones.
Although addressing computational challenges, both these recent developments [11,12] do not
further elaborate on the interpretability of decision maps. Specifically, even for good-quality direct and
inverse projections, such maps can still show significant noise, visible as jagged boundaries and/or
isolated salt-and-pepper islands, which are due to inherent distortions caused when mapping this
high-dimensional space D to 2D. Such artifacts can further influence the way that users interpret the
behavior of the studied classifiers.
In this paper, we extend the work in Reference [11] by proposing several new techniques that
address the above points. First, we propose a quality metric to gauge the correctness of the direct
projection and use it to selectively remove badly-projected points, while keeping the overall structure
of the projection intact. This decreases the amount of noise along decision boundaries and also removes
spurious small-scale islands. Secondly, we propose several ways to visualize the high-dimensional
distances between samples in the 2D projection. This lets users see which areas in the data space are
close(st) to decision boundaries, thus, potentially important to further study or refine, for example,
by data augmentation. To obtain the best quality, we combine in our work the direct projections
suggested by Reference [11] with the novel NNInv inverse projection.
Summarizing, the original contributions of Reference [11] address the following questions:
1.
2.

How do the depicted decision boundaries differ as a function of the chosen DR technique?
Which DR techniques are best for a trustworthy depiction of decision boundaries?

However, the work in Reference [11] is affected by several issues. First, even the best DR
techniques found in the literature for depicting decision boundaries are affected by projection
distortions and errors. We mitigate this problem by presenting a projection filtering technique that
improves the smoothness and visual clarity of the constructed decision maps by removing poorly
projected points based on a proposed quality metric. Secondly, we enrich the information conveyed by
dense maps by encoding the high-dimensional distance-to-boundary at each pixel, which we in turn
propose to compute by three different approximations that offer various speed-vs.-accuracy trade-offs.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 overviews related work. Section 3 presents
the experimental setup used to study how dense maps depend on DR techniques and classifiers,
covering a combination of 28 DR techniques and 4 classifiers. Section 4 presents and discusses our
results regarding the choice of DR techniques. Section 5 introduces our new filtering technique
for removing artifacts in dense maps caused by projection distortions. Section 6 introduces a new
technique for highlighting data-space points close to decision boundaries based on the computation
and rendering of the high-dimensional distance-to-boundary. Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. Background
2.1. Preliminaries
We first introduce a few notations. Let x = ( x1 , . . . , x n ), xi ∈ R, 1 ≤ i ≤ n be a n-dimensional
(nD) real-valued observation or sample and let S = {xi }, 1 ≤ i ≤ N be a dataset of N such samples.
j
j
Let x j = ( x1 , . . . , x N ), 1 ≤ j ≤ n be the jth feature vector of S. Thus, S can be seen as a table
with N rows (samples) and n columns (dimensions). As outlined in Section 1, S is sampled from a
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particular universe or subspace, D ⊂ Rn , for example, the space of all images of digits [13]. A classifier
for D is a function f : D → C which associates to every x ∈ D a class label from a categorical
domain C, for example, the digits 0 to 9. The function f is constructed via a so-called training-set
St = {(xi , ci )|xi ∈ D, ci ∈ C } and tested via a similar but disjoint, test set ST . Different machine learning
(ML) techniques exist to construct f , some of the best known being Support Vector Machines (SVM),
k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN), Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forests (RF) and Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) [14]. The decision zone for a label c ∈ C is then the set DZ (c) = {x ∈ D | f (x = c},
with boundary ∂DZ (c). Such sets are typically compact, given the underlying so-called contiguity
hypothesis usual in many ML contexts [15].
A dimensionality-reduction (DR) method or projection, is a function P : D → Rm , where usually
m = 2, which aims to preserve data structure. That is, if two points x ∈ D, y ∈ D are similar (by any
suitable metric, for example, Euclidean distance, cosine distance or neighborhood rank), then their
projections P(x) and P(y) should be close in the target 2D (image) space [16,17]. Finally, we denote by
P−1 : Rm → D the inverse projection function.
2.2. Decision Boundary Maps
Exploring how well f was learned from St is typically done by comparing how well the inferred
labels f (xi ) match the actual labels ci for all xi ∈ ST . To visualize these, one typically constructs
a scatterplot P(x)|x ∈ ST of such points, color-coded by their labels. The underlying idea is that,
if P preserves data structure and assuming a relatively smooth behavior of the classifier f , then decision
zones will appear as same-color point clusters in the scatterplot. Conversely, differently colored
‘outlier’ points in a cluster typically indicate classification problems. While simple to construct,
such scatterplots do not show how the classifier f labels the entire universe D but only a sparse
sampling ST thereof. Simply put, we do not know what happens in the blank space between the
scatterplot points. In particular, the decision boundaries ∂DZ (c) of the classifier are not explicitly
visualized, leaving the user to guessing their actual position [4].
Image-based dense maps improve upon this by coloring each pixel of the target (screen) image by
the assigned label(s) of samples in D that project there [7,8]. Recently, Reference [9] proposed so-called
decision-boundary maps (see also Figure 1a): For every pixel y of the target (projection) space, data
samples x ∈ D are created, by gathering the scatterplot points Y = { P(x)} that project into y. If this
yields fewer than U points, one adds to Y U − |Y | synthetically created points P−1 (y0 ), where y0 are
random points in the pixel y. Finally, the respective pixel is colored to reflect the labels f (x ∈ Y ) with
hue mapping label value and saturation label variation over Y, respectively.
Decision maps constructed by Reference [9] are independent on the classifier technique f being
studied; have no complex-to-set free parameters; and effectively create dense maps where each image
pixel is colored to reflect how f behaves for the nD point(s) that project there via P. Decision zones
DZ (c) are directly visible as all image pixels showing c’s color and decision boundaries ∂DZ (c) show
up as pixels having different-color neighbors. Few compact zones with simple (smooth) boundaries
tell that the classifier has little difficulty in taking decisions over D. Multiple disjoint same-color zones
and/or zones with tortuous boundaries tell the opposite. Small-size ‘islands’ of one color embedded
in large zones of different colors suggest misclassifications and/or training problems.
To compute decision maps, Reference [9] used t-Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [18]
and Local Affine Multidimensional Projections (LAMP) [19] to implement P and Inverse LAMP
(iLAMP) [20] for P−1 , respectively. More recently, Espadoto et al. proposed a more accurate and faster
to compute, implementation for P−1 , based on deep learning [12] (NNinv). It is worth noting that
both NNinv and iLAMP fit P−1 from data. That is, given a set of projected points Y ⊂ R2 and their
nD counterparts X ⊂ Rn , these methods learn a mapping P−1 : R2 → Rn through an optimization
process that aims to minimize a reconstruction error. The difference is in what and how is optimized
for: While iLAMP generates inverse samples by returning a weighted average of nD data points
based on the distances between their 2D counterparts, NNInv fits by regression a function that better
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suits the training data using Neural Networks. As P−1 is inferred from finite data, it can be used to
invert any DR method. Hence, iLAMP and NNinv are especially useful for projection methods that do
not provide an inverse mapping, for example, t-SNE. However, if desired, they can also be used for
projection methods that do provide an inverse function, for example, Principal Component Analysis
(PCA). A separate question is which is a suitable implementation for the direct projection P, since it is
well known that different DR methods create widely different projections for the same input [21–23].
newly created samples P -1(y’)

nD sample x
Augmented data

Test data ST

subsamples y’ minimum
sample
density U

P -1
P(x)

P

pixel y
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Figure 1. (a) Dense map construction algorithm; (b) Two-phase experiment set-up.

3. Experiment Setup
As explained in Section 2.2, the quality of a decision map depends heavily on the choice of
projection technique P used. Consider, for example, a toy two-class k-NN classifier for a 3D data space
D ⊂ R3 trained with a simple St consisting of one sample of each class. We know in this case that the
decision boundary should be a plane halfway the two training samples. So, a good 2D projection P
should ideally render two compact half-planar decision zones. Conversely, a poor P may create several
same-class zones having complex curved boundaries; if we saw such an image, we would wrongly
judge the behavior of this classifier.
To study which of the many projection techniques in existence are most suitable for
constructing effective decision maps, we designed and executed a two-stage experiment, as follows
(see also Figure 1b).
Data: We select two different subsets of the Fashion MNIST [24], a state-of-the-art ML benchmark
with clothing and accessory images, which supersedes complexity-wise the traditional MNIST
dataset [13]. Both MNIST and Fashion MNIST have 70K grayscale images of 28 × 28 pixels, split into a
training set (|St | = 60K samples) and a test set (|ST | = 10K samples). The two subsets are as follows:
•
•

S2 : A two-class subset (classes T-Shirt and Ankle Boot) that we hand-picked to be linearly-separable;
S10 : An all-class subset (T-Shirt, Trouser, Pullover, Dress, Coat, Sandal, Shirt, Sneaker, Bag and Ankle
Boot). This is a non-linearly-separable dataset.

Classifiers: We consider the same classifiers as in Reference [9]: LR, RF, k-NN (implemented in
scikit-learn [25], using their toolkit’s default parameters) and CNN (implemented in keras). For CNN,
we used two convolutional layers with 64 filters each and 3 × 3 kernels, followed by one 4096-element
fully-connected layer, trained with the Adam optimizer [26]. These classifiers create very different
decision boundaries: At one extreme, LR boundaries are linear (hyperplanes). k-NN boundaries are
piecewise-linear (facets of nD convex polyhedra). RF creates typically more complex boundaries than
k-NN. At the other extreme, CNN boundaries can have arbitrarily complex topologies and geometries,
due to the complex decision function f coded by the deep network structure. However, CNNs are
known to perform very well for classifying images like our dataset, while at the other extreme simple
classifiers like LR are highly challenged by such data.
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Training: The four classifiers were separately trained on the two subsets S2 (|St | = 2160 samples,
|ST | = 240 samples) and S10 (|St | = 10, 800 samples, |ST | = 1200 samples). We verified that the
training yielded good accuracies in all cases (Table 1). This is essential to know when we next gauge
the dense maps’ ability to capture a classifier behavior (see stage 1 below).
Table 1. Accuracy of classifiers, 2-class and 10-class problems.
Classifier Technique

2-Class

10-Class

Logistic Regression (LR)
Random Forest (RF)
k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
Conv. Neural Network (CNN)

1.0000
1.0000
0.9992
1.0000

0.8332
0.8613
0.9080

Projections: Table 2 lists the 28 selected projection techniques (P) to create dense maps as well
as the parameter settings (default indicates using the standard ones the algorithms come with).
As selection criteria, we considered well-known projections of high quality (following a recent
survey [21]), good computational scalability, ease of use (P should come with well-documented
parameter presets) and publicly available implementation.
Table 2. Projections tested in phase 1 (Section 4.2). Projections tested in phase 2 (Section 4.2) are marked in bold.
Projection

Parameters

Factor Analysis [27]
Fast Independent Component Analysis (FastICA) [28]
Fastmap [29]
IDMAP [30]
Isomap [31]
Kernel PCA (Linear) [32]
Kernel PCA (Polynomial)
Kernel PCA (RBF)
Kernel PCA (Sigmoid)
Local Affine Multidimensional Projection (LAMP) [19]
Landmark Isomap [33]
Laplacian Eigenmaps [34]
Local Linear Embedding (LLE) [35]
LLE (Hessian) [36]
LLE (Modified) [37]
Local tangent space alignment (LTSA) [38]
Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) (Metric) [39]
MDS (Non-Metric)
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [27]
Part-Linear Multidimensional Projection (PLMP) [40]
Piecewise Least-Square Projection (PLSP) [41]
Projection By Clustering [42]
Random Projection (Gaussian) [43]
Random Projection (Sparse) [43]
Rapid Sammon [44]
Sparse PCA [45]
t-Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [18]
Uniform Manifold Approximation (UMAP) [46]

iter: 1000
fun: exp, iter: 200
default parameters
default parameters
neighbors: 7, iter: 100
default parameters
degree: 2
default parameters
default parameters
iter: 100, delta: 8.0
neighbors: 8
default parameters
neighbors: 7, iter: 100
neighbors: 7, iter: 100
neighbors: 7, iter: 100
neighbors: 7, iter: 100
init: 4, iter: 300
init: 4, iter: 300
default parameters
default parameters
default parameters
default parameters
default parameters
default parameters
default parameters
iter: 1000
perplexity: 20, iter: 3000
neighbors: 10

Dense maps: We use a two-stage creation and analysis of dense maps, as follows (Figure 1b).
In stage 1, for S2 , we create dense maps using all 28 projections for all 4 classifiers, yielding a total of
112 dense maps. All maps have a 400 × 400 pixel resolution. Since S2 is quite simple (two linearly
separable classes), and since all classifiers for S2 have very high accuracies (Table 1), the resulting
maps should display (ideally) two compact zones separated by a smooth, ideally linear, boundary.
We visually verify which of the 112 maps best comply with these criteria and next select the five
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projections (of the 28 tested ones) which realize these maps. These are shown in bold in Table 2.
Next, in step 2 of the study, we create dense maps, for all 4 classifiers again but using the more complex
S10 dataset. Finally, we explore these visually to gain fine-grained insights allowing us to further
comment on the dense-map suitability of these 5 hand-picked projections.
4. Analysis of Evaluation Results
We next discuss the results and insights obtained in our two-stage experiment.
4.1. Phase 1: Picking the Best Projections
As stated in Section 3, all four tested classifiers yield almost perfect accuracy for the simple 2-class
problem S2 (Table 1). Hence, their decision boundaries are “where they should be”, that is, perfectly
separating the two classes in S2 . Moreover, since S2 is by construction linearly separable, the dense
maps constructed for these classifiers should clearly show two compact decision zones separated by
a smooth, simple, boundary. We use this as a visual criterion to rank how well the tested projection
techniques can achieve this. Figures 2 and 3 show the dense maps for all 28 tested projections versus
the four tested classifiers, where red and blue indicate pixels mapping samples classified to one of
the two labels in S2 . Interestingly, we see that even for this very simple problem not all projections
perform the same. Our key observations are as follows:
Stability: The dense maps are surprisingly stable for the same projection over all four classifiers,
except for LLE, LTSA, Random Projection (Gaussian) and Random Projection (Sparse). Hence,
we already flag these four projections as less suitable.
Smoothness: All projections have relatively smooth boundaries, except Random Projection
(Gaussian), Random Projection (Sparse) and MDS (Non-Metric). Since we expect smooth boundaries,
these projections are less suitable. The projections which yield boundaries closest on average to the
expected straight line are MDS, UMAP, Projection by Clustering, t-SNE and PLMP.
Compactness: Projections succeed up to widely different degrees in creating the expected two
compact, genus-zero, decision zones. t-SNE, UMAP, Projection by Clustering and IDMAP do this
almost perfectly. MDS (Non-Metric), the two Random Projections, LLE (Hessian) and LTSA perform
the worst.
Summarizing the above, we select MDS (Metric), PLMP, Projection by Clustering, UMAP
and t-SNE as the overall best projections to analyze further in phase 2, discussed next.
4.2. Phase 2: Refined Insights on Complex Data
We now examine how the five projections selected in phase 1 perform on the 10-class dataset
S10 , which is a tough classification problem [24]. We already see this in the lower achieved accuracies
(Table 1). Hence, we expect to have significantly more complex boundaries. Figure 4, that shows the
dense maps for our 4 classifiers for the 5 selected projections, confirms this. Several interesting patterns
are visible, as follows.
Overall comparison: For a given projection, the dense map patterns are quite similar over all
four tested classifiers. This is correct, since the dense map is constructed based on the scatterplot
created by that projection from the test set ST , which is fixed. The variations seen along columns in
Figure 4 are thus precisely those capturing the differences of decision boundaries of different classifiers.
We see, for instance, that LR tends to create slightly simpler boundaries than the other three classifiers.
Conversely, variations along rows in Figure 4 can be purely ascribed to the projection characteristics.
Techniques designed to better separate data clusters, such as t-SNE and UMAP, show more compact
decision zones with simpler boundaries than MDS, PLMP and Projection by Clustering. Also, the choice
of neighborhood used internally by the projection technique to estimate points in the lower dimension
(2D) does not seem to play a key influence: MDS, which uses global neighborhoods, shows similar
pattern-variations along classifiers to the other four projections, all of which use local neighborhoods.
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a) Logistic Regression

b) Random Forest

Figure 2. Dense maps for Logistic Regression (a) and Random Forest (b) classifiers on the 2-class S2
dataset, all 28 tested projections.
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a) k Nearest Neighbors

b) Convolutional Neural Network

Figure 3. Dense maps for k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) (a) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
(b) classifiers on the 2-class S2 dataset, all 28 tested projections.

Islands: The dense maps in Figure 4 show many small color islands. An island indicates that
(at least) one sample was assigned a label different from the labels of samples that project close to it.
In turn, this means that
(a)

the island does not actually exist in the high-dimensional space D, so the projection P did a bad
job in distance preservation when mapping nD points to 2D; or
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the island may exist in D, that is, there exist very similar samples that get assigned different labels.
This case can be further split into
(b1)
(b2)

the island actually exists in D, that is, similar points in D do indeed have different labels
and the classifier did a good job capturing this; or
the island does not exist in D, that is, the classifier misclassified points which are similar in
the feature space but actually have different labels.

To understand which of these cases actually occur in Figure 4, we plot misclassified points
atop the dense map as half-transparent white disks. Figure 5 shows this for the LR and CNN
classifiers, all projections. Regions having many (densely packed) misclassifications show up as
white areas. The insets (t-SNE dense map) exemplify how islands point to two of the above-mentioned
issues: In Figure 4a, we see two very small color islands around the misclassified samples A and
B. These islands indicate the extent up to which other samples, close to A or B, would also get
misclassified. In contrast, the detail in Figure 4b shows a (red) island containing no white dots
(misclassifications). This island either reflects a real variation of the label over similar points in D
(case (b1) above) or else reflects a t-SNE projection artifact (case (a) above). To decide which of these
cases actually occurs, we need additional techniques (discussed in Section 5).

Figure 4. Dense maps for all classifiers, 10-class dataset, five best-performing projections.

Separately, we see that overall, the LR dense maps have more white dots than the CNN ones, which
correlates with the lower LR accuracy (Table 1). We also see that the white points are non-uniformly
spread over the dense maps by different projections. MDS and PLMP show many islands without
white dots. As explained above, this either reflects densely-packed different-label points in D (case
(b1)) or MDS and PLMP projection errors (case (a)). At the other extreme, t-SNE and even more so
UMAP, strongly pack the white dots, which tells that misclassifications actually occur for quite similar
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data samples. Densely-packed white points effectively show the confusion zones, so one can use them
to decide which kinds of samples need to be further added to the training set to improve accuracy.
PLMP

Projection by Clustering

t-SNE

UMAP

Convolutional Neural Network

Logistic Regression

MDS(Metric)

A

B

detail (b)
detail (a)
Figure 5. Classification errors (white dots) shown atop of the dense maps, logistic regression (LR) and
CNN classifiers.

5. Dense Map Filtering
As showed in Section 4.2, dense maps exhibit patterns such as non-smooth decision boundaries
and/or small islands in the decision zones (Figures 4 and 5). As discussed there, such artifacts can be
caused by either densely-packed different-label points in the data space D (case (b1)) or errors of the
projection P (case (a)). For test data, for which we have ground-truth, we can disambiguate between
these two cases—islands containing (many) misclassifications are likely due to case (b1), whereas the
remaining islands are likely due to case (a).
However, using this method to interpret dense map images is suboptimal, since
•
•

we need to interpret such maps also in actual inference mode (after testing), when no ground-truth
labels are available;
having to visually filter dense map artifacts like decision boundary jaggies and small islands
is tedious.

Moreover, we note that such artifacts are very likely to happen anyways, even for a well-trained
classifier (few misclassifications): Due to the ill-posed nature of DR, even the best performing
projections P will eventually misplace points in a 2D scatterplot. This limitation is well known
and discussed in several works [21,47–49]. The same limitations are shared by the inverse projection
P−1 [12,20,50].
We propose to alleviate such artifacts by filtering the 2D scatterplot based on a quality metric
that computes, locally, how well P preserves the high-dimensional data structure in D. Several such
metrics exist, such as trustworthiness, continuity and normalized stress [21]; neighborhood hits [19];
false neighbors, missing neighbors [49]; and the projection precision score [51]. Given our goals of
characterizing how well a nD compact neighborhood maps to a similarly-compact 2D neighborhood,
we use here the Jaccard set-distance [48] between the k-nearest neighbors v2k (i ) of a point in the 2D
projection and its neighbors vnk (i ) in nD, given by
JDk (i ) =

|v2k (i ) ∩ vnk (i )|
.
|v2k (i ) ∪ vnk (i )|

(1)
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The JD value of a point i ranges between zero (if none of the 2D k-nearest neighbors of point i are
among its nD k-nearest neighbors, worst case) and one (if all of its 2D k-nearest neighbors are exactly
the same as its nD k-nearest neighbors, best case).
Having computed the JD rank (Equation (1)), we next filter out from the projection low-ranked
points and construct the dense map from the remaining points as described in Section 2.2. Setting an
absolute removal threshold is however hard and moreover depends on the neighborhood size k.
To explain this, Figure 6 shows the distribution of number of samples per JDk value for the MNIST
dataset projected by t-SNE for four different k values. As visible, the distribution shape is relatively
stable as function of k. As k increases, the distribution shifts to the right, as the likelihood that large
neighborhoods coincide in 2D and nD increases—in the limit, when k equals to the total point count,
JD = 1 for all points. Conversely, as k decreases, the distribution slightly shifts to the left, as the
likelihood that neighbors of a point come in exactly the same order in 2D and nD is very small. Figure 6
shows a second, equally important, aspect, namely that the signal JDk has a discrete nature. Indeed,
for a given k, Equation (1) can take at most k + 1 different values. Hence, for low k, JDk splits the
projected points in k bins, with relatively more points per bin as when using higher k values—compare
for example, the vertical axes of the images in Figure 6 for low versus high k values. In turn, this means
that setting an absolute threshold to eliminate low JDk value points is hard: A too low threshold will
eliminate too few points, while a slightly higher threshold may eliminate too many points. Hence, we
proceed by (1) using a higher k value (roughly 10% of the dataset size) and next (2) we sort points on
their JDk value and remove the τ lowest-ranked points, where τ is a user-given percentage of the total
dataset size.
k

k

k

k

Figure 6. Histogram of JDk rank for varying values of k for MNIST dataset, t-SNE projection.

Figure 7 shows results for different τ values for the MNIST dataset, projected by t-SNE. Setting
τ is intuitive: Small values keep more data points, including potentially wrongly-projected ones,
which cause islands and boundary jaggies in the dense maps. Larger values filter the projection better,
yielding smoother decision boundaries and/or fewer islands due to projection problems but show
fewer data in the final image. As visible, filtering does not change overall size and shape of the depicted
decision zones, which is important, as it does not affect the insights that the filtered images convey.
In practice, we found that τ values in the range of 15% to 20% of the dataset size give a good balance
between removing artifacts and keeping enough data to have an insightful dense map. This is the
setting used next in all images in this paper.
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a) Removing τ = 1% (600) of all projected points

b) Removing τ = 5% (3000) of all projected points

c) Removing τ = 10% (6000) of all projected points

d) Removing τ = 20% (12000) of all projected points

Figure 7. Removing poorly projected points with low JDk ranks to filter dense map artifacts for the
MNIST dataset, projected by t-SNE, inversely projected by iLAMP.

6. Distance-Enriched Dense Maps
The dense map filtering effectively removes many of the confusing small-scale islands created by
projection errors, thus, creates simpler-to-inspect decision zones. As already explained, a key use-case
for these is for users to see which points (in the data space D) are close, respectively far away
from, the decision boundaries. The distance-to-boundary information indicates the classification
confidence—so, if a classifier performs poorly, one can use this distance to infer on what kind data in D
such problems occur and next alleviate this by for example, adding more training samples of that kind.
However, the decision map does not (yet) show the distance dnD (x) from a sample x ∈ D to its
closest decision boundary ∂DZ ⊂ D in the nD space. Rather, the map shows how close the projection
P(x) of x is to the projection P(∂DZ ) of the decision boundaries. Simply put, for every pixel y having
some color (label), the user can visually find the closest differently-colored pixel y0 . The distance
d2D (y) =

min

y0 | f (y)6= f (y0 )

ky − y0 k

(2)

can thus be seen as a projection of the actual nD distance dnD (x) we are interested in. The two distances
are not the same, given the local compression and stretching caused when mapping the nD space to
2D by nonlinear projections such as t-SNE or UMAP [21,47]. Note that Equation (2) is nothing but the
so-called distance transform [52] of the set of pixels that constitute the decision zone boundaries ∂DZ.
Note that an exact computation of dnD is impossible in general, since we do not have an analytic
description of ∂DZ for typical classifiers. Hence, we next propose two classifier-independent heuristics
to estimate dnD (Sections 6.1 and 6.2) as well as a third, more exact, method and better suited for
neural network classifiers, based on adversarial examples (Section 6.3). Figure 8 compares the 2D
distance-to-boundary d2D (computed by Equation (2), implemented using the fast distance transform
img
method in Reference [53]), with two versions of the dnD estimation we propose next, called dnD
and dnn
nD respectively. In this figure, distances are encoded by a luminance colormap for illustration
purposes. The decision zones and distance maps in Figure 8 depict a synthetic ‘Blobs’ dataset with
60K observations sampled from a Gaussian distribution with 5 different centers (clusters), each one
representing samples of one class and 50 dimensions. For classification, a simple logistic regression
model was used, so as to create simple-to-interpret decision boundaries, which are best as we next
want to study the distance-to-boundary behavior. The same dataset was used in Reference [12] to test
the quality of the NNInv inverse projection.
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In Figure 8, we see that, while d2D and dnD are both low close to the decision boundaries and
high deep in the decision zones, they have quite different local trends. For instance, points which have
the same colors in Figure 8b, that is, are at the same distance-to-boundary (d2D ) in 2D, can have quite
different colors in Figures 8c,d, that is, have different distances dnD to the true nD decision boundaries.
Hence, we cannot use d2D as a ‘proxy’ to assess dnD . We need to compute and show, dnD to the user so
one can estimate how close (or far) from a decision boundary an actual sample is.

a) decision zones

b) Euclidean distance transform d2D c) Image-based distance dnDimg

nn

d) Neighbor-based distance dnD

Figure 8. Dense map (a) and various distance-to-boundary maps (b–d) for Blobs dataset, computed
using UMAP for P and NNInv for P−1 .

6.1. Image-Based Distance Estimation
For every pixel q in the dense map, we find the closest pixel r having a different label (Figure 9a).
Let Q and R be the sets of nD samples in ST that map to q and r respectively via P−1 . By construction,
points in Q and R have thus different labels. Hence, the nD decision boundary ∂DZ lies somewhere
between these point-sets. To estimate where, for every point pair (xQ ∈ Q, x R ∈ R), we compute the
point xQR along the line segment (xQ , x R ) ⊂ D where the classifier function f changes value, that
is, turns from the label f (xQ ) to the label x R ). For this, we use a bisection search, as we assume that f
varies relatively smoothly between xQ and x R . We use a maximum number of T = 5 bisection steps,
which proved to give good results in practice. We then estimate the distance of q to the closest decision
boundary as the average
1
img
dnD (q) =
(3)
∑ kxQ − xQR k.
| Q|| R| x ∈Q,x
∈R
Q

2D image space

R

nD data space

2D image space

nD data space
xR

xR R

r

xQR

q

q
∂DZ

xQ

∂DZ

Q

xQ

a)

Q

b)
img

Figure 9. Estimation of distance-to-boundary dnD (a) and dnn
nD (b). See Sections 6.1 and 6.2.

Although Equation (3) is simple to evaluate, it can produce noisy estimations of dnD . The main
issue is that it assumes that the closest decision boundary to some point q in the 2D projection
(i.e., pixel r) corresponds, by the inverse mapping P−1 , to the closest decision boundary in nD to P−1 (r).
6.2. Nearest-Neighbor Based Distance Estimation
We can improve upon the dense map-based heuristic presented in Section 6.1 by disposing
of the dense map as a tool to compute dnD . Rather, we rely on searching the nD data directly for
nearest-neighbor samples that have a different label, as follows (Figure 9b). For every pixel q in the
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dense map, let again Q be the set of nD samples that map to it via P−1 . For each xQ ∈ Q, we next
find the closest data point x R ∈
/ Q that is classified differently than xQ and then again apply bisection
to find where, along the line segment (xQ , x R ), the classifier f changes value. Finally, we compute
dnD (q) by averaging all distances from xQ to the corresponding bisection points xQR . Formally put,
we compute dnD as
dnn
nD ( q ) =

1
| Q| x

Q ∈ Q,x R =

∑

kxQ − xQR k.

(4)

kx−xQ k

arg min
x/
∈ Q| f (x)6= f (x Q )

Estimating dnD this way is more accurate than using Equation (3) since we do not rely on
computing x R using the possibly inaccurate dense map but directly use the nD points S. We implement
Equation (3) by searching for nearest neighbors in nD space using the kd-tree spatial search structure
provided by scikit-learn [25].
6.3. Adversarial Based Distance Estimation
The third proposed heuristic is based on adversarial examples [2,54]. An adversarial perturbation
e of a data sample x can cause a trained classifier to assign a wrong label to this so-called adversarial
example x + e, that is, a label different from the one that it assigns to the unperturbed sample x.
By definition, the minimal length kek of such a perturbation is the distance from x to the closest
decision boundary to x. Hence, we can compute the distance-to-boundary for a dense map pixel q by
first gathering again all points Q that project to q and next averaging their distances to their closest nD
boundaries computed as above. This defines
adv
dnD
(q) =

1
| Q|

∑

min

x Q ∈ Q f (x Q )6= f (x Q +e)

k e k.

(5)

Compared to the distance-to-boundary heuristics given by Equations (3) and (4), Equation (5)
yields a mathematically accurate distance to boundary, within the limits of sampling the perturbation
space e. In practice, this demands extensive computational resources, roughly three times more than
evaluating Equation (4) and 30 times more than evaluating Equation (4). Moreover, the method is not
guaranteed to yield a valid adversarial perturbation for all possible samples x. Another limitation
is that this approach is only suitable for classifiers f obtained through an iterative gradrient-based
optimization process, such as neural networks [54].
Figure 10a shows the dense maps (a) for the MNIST (top row) and FashionMNIST (bottom row)
img
adv
datasets respectively. Images (b-d) show the three distance-to-boundary functions dnD , dnn
nD and dnD
given by Equations (3)–(5), respectively, visualized using the same luminance colormap as in Figure 8.
Several observations follow. First, we see that the nD distances dnD roughly follow the patterns of
the 2D Euclidean distances d2D , that is, are low close to the 2D decision boundaries and high deeper
inside the decision zones. However, the nD distances are far less smoothly varying as we get farther
from the 2D boundaries. This indicates precisely the stretching and compression caused by P and P−1
img
mentioned earlier. Secondly, we see that dnD is significantly less smooth than dnn
nD . This is explained by
adv : For the
the lower accuracy of the former’s heuristic (Section 6.1). A separate problem appears for dnD
adv
FashionMNIST dataset, the image shown is very dark, indicating very low dnD values for most pixels.
Upon further investigation, we found that the neural network model trained for this case was too
fragile—for almost every sample, an adversarial sample could be easily obtained. Moreover, as already
mentioned, the cost of computing dnn
nD is far larger than for the other two distance models. Given all
nn
above, we conclude that dnD offers the best balance of quality and speed and we choose next to use
this distance-to-boundary model.
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a) decision zones

img

b) image-based distance dnD

nn

c) neighbor-based distance dnD

adv

d) adversarial-based distance dnD

Figure 10. Dense map and distance maps for MNIST (top row) and FashionMNIST dataset
(bottom row), with projection P set to UMAP and P−1 to NNInv respectively.

6.4. Visualizing Boundary Proximities
Visualizing the raw distance dnD by direct luminance coding (Figure 10) does not optimally help
us in exploring the regions of space that are close to decision boundaries. However, these are the
areas one is most interested in, since these are the regions where classifiers may work incorrectly,
by definition. For this, we apply a nonlinear transformation to dnD to compress the high-value ranges
and allocate more bandwidth to the low-value range. Also, we combine both decision zone information
(shown by categorical colors in earlier figures) with the distance-to-boundary information in a single
image. For this, we set the S (saturation) and V (value) color components of every pixel q in this
image to
k1
V (q) = 0.1 + 0.9(1 − dnn
nD ( q ) /dmax )

S(q) =

k2
Sbase (1.0 − dnn
nD ( q ) /dmax )

(6)
(7)

Here, dmax is a normalization factor equal to the maximal value of dnn
nD over the entire dense map;
k1 and k2 are constants that control the nonlinear distance normalization; and Sbase is the original
saturation value of the categorical color used for q’s label. The H (hue) component stays equal to
the categorical-color encoding of the decision zone labels. Figure 11 shows the effect of k1 and k2 for
the MNIST and FashionMNIST datasets. Compared to showing only the decision-zone information
(Figure 11a), adding the distance information highlights (brightens) areas that are close in nD to the
decision boundaries. Higher k1 values highlight these zones more and darken areas deep in the
decision zones more. Higher k2 values strengthen this effect, as pixels close to decision boundaries
become desaturated. This allows us to ensure that such pixels will be bright in the final images,
no matter how dark the original categorical colors used to encode labels are.
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a) decision zones

b) blended map k1 = 0.5, k2 = 0.3 c) blended map k1 = 1.5, k2 = 0.7 d) blended map k1 = 2, k2 = 0.9

Figure 11. (a) Dense map for MNIST (top row) and FashionMNIST (bottom row) datasets.
(b–d) Combined dense map and distance-to-boundary maps for different k1 and k2 values.

Figure 11 is to be interpreted as follows: Dark areas indicate data samples deep inside decision
zones, that is, areas where a classifier will very likely not encounter inference problems. Bright areas
indicate zones close to decision boundaries, where such problems typically appear and in which one
should look for misclassifications and/or add extra labeled samples to improve training. Thin bright
areas tell that the nD distance varies there much more rapidly than the perceived 2D (image-space)
distance, so the projection compresses distances there. These are areas on which one will typically want
to zoom in, to see more details. In contrast, thick bright areas tell that the nD distance varies there
slower than the perceived 2D distance, so the projection stretches distances there. Such areas normally
do not require zooming to see additional details.
Figure 12 shows a different use-case for distance maps. Atop of the distance maps shown in
Figure 11 (k1 = 2, k2 = 0.9), we now plot the misclassified points for MNIST and FashionMNIST,
encoding their respective distance-to-boundary dnD in opacity. Misclassifications which are close
to decision boundaries show up thus as opaque white, while those deeper in the decision zones
show up half-transparent. We see now that most misclassifications occur either close to the smooth
decision boundaries (MNIST) or atop of small decision-zone islands (FashionMNIST). Since islands,
by definition, create decision boundaries, it follows that, in both cases, misclassifications predominantly
occur close to decision boundaries. Hence, decision boundaries can serve as an indicator of areas prone
to misclassifications, thus potential targets for refining the design of a classifier for example, by data
annotation or augmentation.

a)

b)

Figure 12. Misclassifications with opacity coding distance-to-boundary for (a) MNIST and
(b) FashionMNIST datasets.
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Enridged Distance Maps

FashionMNIST

MNIST

Figure 11 encodes distance-to-boundary by luminance and saturation, which are good visual
variables for ordinal tasks, for example, estimating which points are closer or farther from decision
boundaries. However, this encoding is less suitable for quantitative tasks, for example, estimating
equal-distance points or how much farther (or closer) a given point is to its closest decision boundary
than another point. We address these tasks by using enridged cushion maps [55]. For this, we first
slightly smooth dnD by applying a Gaussian filter with radius K pixels. Next, we pass the filtered
distance through a periodic transfer function f ( x ) = ( x mod h)/h and use the resulting value f (dnD )
instead of dnD to compute S and V via Equations (6) and (7). Note that the transfer function f is
only piece wise continuous and, as shown in Reference [55], requires smooth signals as input to yield
visually smooth cushions. Since our high-dimensional distance dnD is not overall smooth, due to
the already discussed inherent projection errors and also due to the numerical approximations used
when computing it (see Sections 6.1–6.3), filtering is required. Besides filtering, a second difference
between our approach and the original technique [55] is that we visualize directly the distance, whereas
Reference [55] visualized a shaded height plot of the distance. We choose in our case to visualize
the distance directly as this is faster to compute and more robust to noise—height plot shading
requires normal computations which, given our inherently noisy distance estimations, can easily
become unreliable.
Figure 13 shows the results for the MNIST and FashionMNIST datasets. Each apparent luminance
band in the image shows points located within the same distance-to-boundary interval. Dark thin
bands are analogous to contours or isolines, of the distance-to-boundary. Finally, the thickness of the
bands indicate distance compression (thin bands) respectively distance stretching by the projection
(thick bands). We also see how increasing the filter radius K progressively smooths the image, removing
projection artifacts and making it easier to interpret.

a) decision zones

b) no smoothing

c) smoothing K = 2

d) smoothing K = 4

e) smoothing K = 6

Figure 13. Enridged distance maps for MNIST (top row) and FashionMNIST (bottom row) datasets.
Images (b–e) show the progressive noise-smoothing effect of the filter radius K.

7. Discussion
We summarize our findings and insights concerning the construction and interpretation of
classifier decision maps as follows.
Novelty: While dense maps have been used earlier in high-dimensional data visualization to
analyze projection quality [47,49], they have not been used for explicitly visualizing the decision zones
of any classifier. Besides showing the actual decision zones by color coding, we also compute and show
the actual distance-to-boundary, which highlights zones close to boundaries, where a classifier is most
prone to misclassify data. The work in Reference [10] is closest to our work and, to our knowledge,
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the only other method (apart from ours) which aims to explicitly visualize classifier decision zones.
However, several important differences between our work and that in Reference [10] exist, as follows:
•

•

•

•

Computation of inverse projection P−1 : In Reference [10], this is done by extending
non-parametric projections P to parametric forms, by essentially modeling P as the effect of
several fixed-bandwidth Gaussian interpolation kernels. This is very similar to the way iLAMP
works. However, as shown in Reference [12], iLAMP is far less accurate and far slower than other
inverse projection approaches such as NNinv. In our work, we let one freely choose how P−1 is
implemented, regardless of P. In particular, we use the deep-learning inverse projection NNinv
which is faster and more accurate than iLAMP;
Supervised projections P: In Reference [10], the projection P is implemented using so-called
discriminative dimensionality reduction which selects a subset of the nD samples to project,
rather than the entire set, so as to reduce the complexity of DR and thus make its inversion more
well posed. More precisely, label information for the nD samples is used to guide the projection
construction. While this, indeed, makes P easier to invert, we argue that it does not parallel the
way typical practitioners work with DR in machine learning. Indeed, in most cases, one has an
nD dataset and projects it fully, to reason next about how a classifier trained on that dataset will
behave. Driving P by class label is, of course, possible but risky, since P next does not visualize
the actual data space. Moreover, discriminative DR is quite expensive to implement (O( N 2 ) for
N sample points). Note that our outlier filtering (Section 5) achieves roughly the same effect as
discriminative DR but at a lower computational cost and with a very simple implementation;
Distance to boundary: In Reference [10], this quantity, which is next essential for creating dense
decision boundary maps, is assumed to be given by the projection algorithm P. Quoting from
Reference [10]: “We assume that the label f (x) is accompanied by a nonnegative real value
r (x) ∈ R which scales with the distance from the closest class boundary.” Obviously, not all
classifiers readily provide this distance. Moreover, getting hold of this information (for classifiers
which provide it) implies digging into the classifier’s internals and implementation. We avoid
such complications by providing ways to estimate the distance to boundary generically, that is,
considering the classifier as a black box (Section 6).
Computational scalability: Reference [10] does not discuss the scalability of their proposal, only
hinting that the complexity is squared in the number of input samples. Complexity in the
resolution of the decision maps is not discussed. In contrast, we detail our complexity (see
Scalability below).

Genericity: We can generically construct decision maps, including the estimation of
distance-to-boundary, for datasets in any dimension and for any classifier. This makes our techniques
easily usable for a wide range of applications in machine learning.
Best techniques: We evaluate the construction of dense maps using 28 direct projection techniques
and 3 inverse projection techniques respectively. To limit the amount of work required to analyze
hundreds of classifier-projection combinations, we designed a two-phase experiment where we
pre-select the best projections (using a simple classification problem) to study next in detail. t-SNE and
UMAP appear to be the best projections for constructing dense maps in terms of recognizability of
decision boundaries in the produced patterns, limited errors (spurious islands) and concentration of
confusion zones (misclassifications). Since UMAP has similar properties with t-SNE but is significantly
faster, we label it as the optimal candidate for this task. For the inverse projection, NNInv is the
technique of choice.
Replicability and extensibility: To be useful, our work on evaluating projection-based dense
maps must be accessible, replicable and extensible. All involved materials and methods (projections,
datasets, dense maps, classifiers, automated workflow scripts) are available online (https://mespadoto.
github.io/dbm/). We intend to organically extend this repository with new instances along all
above-mentioned dimensions.
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Scalability: Computational scalability of our method is influenced by the complexity of the direct
projection technique P and inverse projection technique P−1 ; and the number N of high-dimensional
points and resolution (number of pixels R) in the decision boundary map image. Summarizing our
method, we (1) use P to project N samples to 2D; (2) for each of the R pixels, we use P−1 to infer its
high-dimensional sample; and (3) use the classifier f to infer the label of that sample, which we finally
draw at the respective pixel. Denote the cost of projecting a single sample by CP ; the cost of inverting
the projection at a single pixel by CP−1 ; and the cost of classifying a single sample by C f , respectively.
Then, the cost of our entire method is NCP + R(CP−1 + C f ). Several insights can be drawn from this.
First, our method is linear in the resolution of the decision boundary image. This is the dominant cost
factor, since the number of pixels R in a typical decision map is larger than the number of samples
N (see for instance the example datasets discussed in Section 3. If using a fast inverse projection P−1
such as NNinv and deep learning classifiers f , which are both pratically linear in N, the entire pipeline
can be run to construct decision maps in a few seconds on a typical desktop PC.
Limitations: Constructing accurate decision maps is an even harder problem than the already
difficult task of accurately projecting high-dimensional data into 2D. While our study showed that the
(UMAP, NNInv) combination of direct and inverse projection techniques yields good results in terms
of visually easy-to-identify decision zones, we cannot guarantee such results for any high-dimensional
dataset and classifier combination. More precisely, errors caused by the direct and/or inverse
projections can still manifest themselves as jaggy boundaries and/or islands present in the resulting
decision maps. These errors can be decreased by further filtering wrongly projected points that lead to
poor neighborhood preservation (Section 5). Also, showing the distance-to-boundary (Section 6) can
highlight the presence of remaining errors.
Applications: Currently, our decision maps can only show how a classifier partitions the
high-dimensional space into decision zones corresponding to its different classes. This can help
the practitioner to better understand the behavior of such a classifier but not directly to improve the
classifier. Recent separate work has shown that projections are effective tools for data annotation
purposes, that is, creating new labeled samples for increasing the size of training sets with little human
effort by visually extrapolating labels of existing samples to close unlabeled ones [56]. Our decision
maps can very likely help such data annotation by informing the user how to perform this visual
extrapolation so as not to cross decision boundaries. Separately, our decision maps could help in data
augmentation tasks by showing which areas in the high-dimensional space are densely populated
by misclassifications (Figure 12). Selecting 2D points in such areas can be used to easily generate
high-dimensional samples, via the inverse projection, to augment a training set. We consider all these
directions for future work.
8. Conclusions
We have presented an end-to-end pipeline for constructing decision maps for understanding the
behavior of classifiers in machine learning. To this end, we have evaluated 28 well-known projections
on a two-class, respectively ten-class, subset of a well-known machine learning benchmark, using four
well-known classifiers. Our evaluation shows wide and to our knowledge, not yet known, differences
between the behavior of the studied projections. Using a visual analytics methodology, we next
refined our analysis to a small set of five high-quality projections and found that t-SNE and UMAP
perform best for this task. We next proposed a filtering approach to decrease the adverse impact
of inherent projection errors and thereby construct more faithful, less noisy, decision maps. Finally,
we proposed to visualize the distance-to-boundary of every decision map point (computed by three
different approximations we propose) and thereby augment the amount of information on classifier
behavior that these maps convey.
Several future work directions are possible. First and foremost, we plan to use our decision
maps to support data annotation and/or augmentation tasks to help practitioners in designing better
classifiers with limited effort. Secondly, decision maps can be used to compare the behavior of
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different classifiers addressing the same problem. Finally, our technique can be adapted to visualize
high-dimensional spatial partitioning schemes, such as n-dimensional Voronoi diagrams and thereby
give more insights in the behavior of high dimensional data spaces.
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